
28th February Sunday

Dear Susan,

I always thought Game Theory was something for the geeks in the maths and computing

department. I never realised that it applied to real life and that it was useful to understand

how groups work.

The Prisoner's Dilemma is the most popular game to explain Game Theory. In the Prisoner's

Dilemma, two men are arrested for the same crime. The sentence they receive depends on

whether they testify against the other person and whether the other person testifies against

them. The sentences are:

Neither prisoner testifies: One year for each prisoner.

Both prisoners testify: Two years for each prisoner.

One testifies and the other does not: The prisoner who testifies gets no sentence and the one

who does gets three years.

Obviously the best outcome is to testify against the other prisoner in the hope they do not

testify. If the game is played over and over again in an "infinite" game this can lead to both

players testifying each go. As a result the system has failed as both players get two years

each go.

In the 1960s, the American Department of Defence commissioned Thomas Schelling to come

up with a Game Theory Strategy to defeat the Soviet Union. He developed the Strategy of

Conflict. The main aspect of the Strategy of Conflict is to withhold information and not allow

the competition negotiate directly with the decision maker. The Strategy of Conflict is the

best strategy to optimise an individual's performance before the system fails.

After the system fails, the participants start to collaborate. The main aspect of collaboration

is information sharing.

Let’s consider a groups dynamics in the context of Game Theory. As a group comes together,

each member of the group withholds information and tries to win, or to put it another way,

they adopt the Strategy of Conflict. As this behaviour continues, conflict starts to occur as

members in the group start to fail. Eventually a member fails catastrophically which causes the

group to fail. After the group failure, members start to share information with each other. 
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Eventually the group becomes effective at making sure each member has the information they

need to make the bestdecision. Another way of looking at this is that the group goes through

the stages of forming, storming, (failure), norming, performing. This sequence is known as the

Tuckman Model of Group Performance is considered inevitable for groups.

From Real Options, we know that people's behaviour shows that their preference is "Being

Right", "Being Wrong" and then "Being Uncertain". This means that if we can insert enough

uncertainty, the group will perceive the situation as failing and tip into collaboration. On a

cautionary note, a group that is collaborating will tip into conflict if there is too much

uncertainty for a sustained period. Managers engaging in reorganisations may be advised to

take heed of this point. A reorganisation done slowly is more damaging than one done quickly

as it will damage collaboration.

Another important lesson from this model is that anyone who bans or suppresses conflict

prevents healthy group development. In fact, accelerating conflict and making it occur earlier

will mean that the group progresses earlier and engages in smaller conflicts rather than bigger

conflicts that are caused by suppressed feelings. The team develops conflict resolution skills

rather than conflict avoidance. I find that humor and making fun of people are powerful tools

for this. 

A final thought before I hit the sack. The opposite of a good relationship is not a bad

relationship, it is no relationship. The thing I now look for on the team are those people who

do not communicate with each other. Once I've spotted a lack of communication, there are a

million strategies for getting someone to communicate. This non-communication is often the

direct result of a culture of conflict avoidance where people are not allowed to engage in an

argument. People who hide things under the table are only doing themselves a favor and at

the same time they are in direct (yet covert) conflict with the health of the group.

Good night, Susan


